
 

 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Top Plays of the Day  

America’s #1 defense wins championships sports news leader 

Kampers show their true 
 

Kamp KACE Tuesday, June 26th, 2018 

Colors during color run 

Cabin D slept better on night 
two. #earplugs #walmatrun 
#sawinglogs #nasalstripsx3 

After 12 years, Katie, against 
her will, finally made her first 
appearance in the lake. 
#cabin7 #sabotage #hilltop 

Don’t forget about the lip sync battle tonight #letsgetreadytorumble 

67! There were 67 kampers that 
showed up for polar bear swim 
Monday morning, setting an all-time 
record for Kamp KACE. The over-
achievers cabin 1 even showed up 20 
min early to train for the polar plunge.  
After polar plunge we continued with 
our “normal” Kamp day, which 
everyone knows is as elusive as a 300 
game or a hole-in-one. Kampers 
rotated through morning sessions   

This section is for like a short little story 
line. Much like a headline, but does have 
any content later in the paper per se.  

Color Me, Literally, Tickled Pink 
The inaugural color run at Kamp KACE was a 
rainbow success. Kampers were prominently 
peppered and powered by members of the 
NDSU track & field team. Kampers appeared 
to wear masks of orange and blue complete 
with specs of pink in their teeth. A quick kamp-
wide rinse-off #inthelake solidified the colors 
and left the kampers looking like Swamp-Thing 
as they left the lake. #longshowerlines 

Moster Lurks Under the Lily Pad 
ESPK 18, our investigative sports team, has 

confirmed that a large seamonster lives 
under the lily pads in the swim area. Cabin 4 

challeged the beast head on, only to find 
themselves over matched by the slimey, 345 
lbs leech-like creature. Cormorat speculates 

that  the beast is harmless until you try and 
flip or swim under the lily pad. #safetyisfun      

Jiry, Liz, and Ruth of cabin 6 
fended off a battalion of boys 
in the gaga pit almost getting 
inches from victory #girlpower 

Kallie from 
cabin 2 lost a 

tooth. This is 
the 3rd time 
she’s lost a 

tooth at 
Kamp KACE! 

#hockeysmile  

ahead of the dove release and memorial service where we remembered all 
of our kampers that lost their battles with cancer. After a quick “rest” time 
(as elusive as aforementioned normal day) an MMA group presented their 
moves to the Kamp. In the evening, the kampers dawned brand new white 
t-shirts just for them to be peppered with colored powder during our color 
run. Multi-colored dust filled the meadow and kids penguin-walked from 
station to station. The night concluded with a screening of “Sandlot” in the 
basement of the new building, the mansion.  

“If it’s not chocolate,  
it’s not worth my time” 

In a titanic blunder, cabin C 
got stranded on the pontoon 
before being rescued by a 
gallon of gas. #3hourtour 
#nomistakesjuststories 

Rookie counselor Justin ate his 
first Dilly Bar… ever; only to be 
topped by thirty 6-year-olds 
chanting dillydilly #nocontext 

Nacho Libre had her on the 
rope only be pinned by a 
kamper #bicepsfordays  


